Newtral 3 Mouse Medium Wireless
The Newtral 3 wireless is an ergonomic mouse with a 33° pronation
angle offering a natural posture to its user. Its design and
accessories (palm rests) help varying hand positions and hand
movements during use, a way to prevent Repetitive Strain Injuries
(RSI).

Right hand only.

With its 33° pronation angle, the Newtral 3 wireless ergonomic mouse places the wrist and hand palm in a tension free, neutral position, whilst
operating the mouse comfortably. The 2 magnetic interchangeable flanges allow the user to adopt different positions during use, where the palm and
wrist are always supported and mouse control is evenly distributed between the palm, forearm and arm. The wrist is no longer under stress which avoids
any pressure on the carpal tunnel, commonly associated with Repetitive Stress Injuries (RSI), resulting from the prolonged and repetitive use of the
mouse and wrist. The ergonomic mouse Newtral 3 wireless also offers the ability to adjust the cursor sensibility directly on the mouse. The flanges
eliminate friction between the fifth finger and the desk surface, hence reducing the tensed gripping of the mouse, major cause of hand fatigue.

Benefits
· Natural wrist and forearm pronation. The 33° pronation angle of the Newtral mouse provides a more natural position for your wrist and forearm.
· Reduced wrist pression. The soft gel applied on the flanges increases the size to bear your hand weight and reduces the pressure of your wrist.
· Reduced hand grip. The slanted semi-fist shape design allows the hand's weight to be employed to provide the majority of the control required to
precisely move the mouse. The need to grip the mouse which is one cause of hand fatigue is largely reduced.
· Desk rubbing prevention. The Ergo-Grip design with detachable ledge keeps the underside of the fifth finger and palm off the surface of the desk.

· Precision tracking. The Precision Grip design offers the utmost precision in fingertip control. There is no sacrificing of work efficiency when
enjoying the ergonomic comfort of the Newtral mouse.
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· Removable magnetic interchangeable flanges. The removable flanges allows 2 different hand postures to cover every need.
· Easy to install and programmable: Plug-and-play for default function. Driver is needed to program the function of the 6 buttons.

Software to customize the function of the buttons (compatible only with Windows system)
Download https://www.zenlap.com/media/custom/newtralmouse/Microtouch-NEWTRAL-Right_Mouse-Wireless-1.0.0.0-Setup.zip

Manual
Download https://www.zenlap.com/media/custom/newtralmouse/Newtral3WirelessManual.pdf

Specifications
Color
Dimensions
Wireless
Optical pointer resolution
Operating system
Guarantee

Black
78mm x 114mm x 53mm
Yes
1000, 1200, 1600 DPI
Windows XP and newer / Mac OS 9, Max OS X (10.2.8 or later) / Linux
2 years
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